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TESOL France operates
through an Executive Committee
of volunteers responsible for
organizing events, publications
and membership.

January 8, 2011 2pm-5pm

TESOL (Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages)
France, an affiliate of TESOL Inc.
and IATEFL, is a non-profit
organization of teachers of English
in France. Its purposes are to
stimulate professional
development, to disseminate
information about research, books
and other materials related to
English language teaching, and
strengthen instruction and
research. We regularly organize
high-quality events which are
opportunities to keep up-to-date
with current trends in teaching,
share knowledge and experiences
and to meet and network with
other teachers.
We also have correspondents
in the different sectors (primary,
university, etc.) who keep us
informed of the preoccupations
and needs of their sector.

Beyond the Language of
Meetings: Culture in a
business context
Led by: Linda Vignac
Venue: Telecom ParisTech

January 22, 2011 2pm-5pm
Going Independent Part 3:
Auto-Entrepreneur
Organized by: Bethany Cagnol
Venue: Telecom ParisTech

March 26, 2011 2pm-5pm
English360 - Hands on!
Led by: the English360 Team
Venue: Telecom ParisTech

TESOL France & Web 2.0
Blog: http://tesolfrance.blogspot.com
Twitter: TESOLFrance
Facebook: TESOL France
www.tesol-france.org

Membership is open to anyone
involved in the English Language
Teaching (ELT) industry, both in
France and abroad. Our members
include teachers, lecturers, teacher
trainers, academic managers,
researchers, authors, publishers,
testing agencies, company
founders, and institutions.
Annual membership
Individual: €49
Benefactor: €55
Student, unemployed, retired: €27
Institutional: €173
Supporter: €173
Your membership is valid for 12
months from receipt of your
payment.
TESOL France membership
includes:
• Workshops and discussion
groups
• Spring Day
• Annual Colloquium
• Quarterly magazine, The
Teaching Times
• Leadership opportunities with
our Executive Committee

Join the TESOL France Jobs List!
Do you want to receive offers for English teaching jobs
throughout France? Join TESOL-France’s Jobs List!
To sign up, just go to:
www.tesol-france.org/teachingjobs.php
To advertise a job offer, send the offer (written in French
or English) with details about classes, times,
qualifications, salary, employment conditions,
appropriate subject line, and the contact person to:
teachingjobs(at)tesol-france(dot)org

Voulez-vous recevoir des offres d’emploi partout en
France ?
www.tesol-france.org/teachingjobs.php
Pour diffuser une offre d’emploi, envoyez l’offre (rédigée
en français ou en anglais) avec le détail des cours, les
horaires, les conditions d’emploi, le sujet de l’annonce,
et la personne à contacter à :
teachingjobs(at)tesol-france(dot)org
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General Information
Registrations for the conference, including speakers and poster
presenters, must register online. Not registering may result in your
not having a badge upon arrival.
Venue address
Telecom ParisTech is located at
46 rue Barrault, 75013 Paris
By air
Charles de Gaulle Airport (CDG)
and Orly Airport both have
national, European and
international flights to and from a
wide range of destinations,
including low cost airlines
EasyJet and Jet2. Orly Airport is
closer to the venue than CDG.
Beauvais Aiport (BVA)
R y a n a i r R y a n a i r fl i e s i n t o
Beauvais Airport (BVA), which is
80 km outside the city. The
Beauvais Airport Bus (an 80minute ride) brings travelers into
Paris and drops passengers at
the Porte Maillot metro station
(LINE 1, see map). Taking this
same bus from Porte Maillot is
required in order to return to
Beauvais airport.
Directions into Paris from
Charles de Gaulle (CDG)
Airport
Taxis
If you wish to take a taxi, follow
the taxi signs. DO NOT accept
taxi offers from random drivers
who ask you if you want a taxi.
They will charge you made-upon-the-spot prices. Once at the
airport taxi rank, wait in line.
Cost of getting into Paris:
around 50EUR (Yikes! We
know).
Public Transportation to Central
Paris from CDG Airport
The RER is a regional train
network with stops at major
Métro hubs in Paris. http://ratp.fr/

After you've retrieved your bags
and gone through customs, look
for a "Gare" sign with a train
symbol. (CDG airport has two
RER stations: one for Terminals
1 and 3, and the other at
Terminal 2. The terminals are
connected by a free CDGVAL
shuttle train.)
Once at the RER station (at least
a 15mn walk), you can buy
tickets in two ways:
1) In the ticket office, where the
clerks accept payment by cash
or credit card.
2) From an "Île de France" ticket
vending machine, which may or
may not be compatible with
foreign credit cards. (You'll have
a better chance of success if
you're using a European "smart"
credit card with an embedded
chip.) Clerks (reluctantly) and
machines will use English.
Buy a ticket to "Paris Central
allez-simple. (one way).” For a
round trip, simply purchase two.
A one-way ticket should cost you
about 9.00EUR.
Once you have your ticket, follow
the "Paris par Train" signs to the
platforms. In the station, you will
have to validate your ticket and
go through the metal turn-style
machines. Important: keep your
ticket on you at all times! You
will need it to get out of the RER
system.
Go down the escalator marked
"Paris par Train." When you've
descended the escalator, check
the electronic signboard above
for train departure times and
platform numbers. Lights on the
overhead signs indicate the

stations where the train will stop.
Some are direct (if you get
lucky). Trains normally depart
every 10 to 20 minutes.
All trains going into Paris stop at
the same stations in Central
Paris. If you are staying at a
hotel near the venue, you want to
take the train to the station:
"Denfert-Rochereau"
It should take about 20-30
minutes to get into town.
Use
this time in the train to see if your
cell phone works, and enjoy the
music some musicians play for
the tourists, etc. If possible, sit on
the right-hand side of the train
because: as you approach Paris,
take a look to your right. You
might catch a glimpse of the
beautiful Sacre Coeur on the hill.
The station before "DenfertRochereau" is Port Royale (so
you know when to get ready to
get off)
Get off at "Denfert-Rochereau".
On the platform, follow the signs
for Metro Line 6. Line 6 is a
green circle with a 6 in the
middle. You will have to go
through another pair of turn-style
doors, and re-validate your ticket
to get out of the train system and
into the Metro system.
If you are headed to the
neighborhood of the venue, take
Line 6 Direction: Nation. Once on
the metro, go three stops until
you get to Station: Corvisart
To exit, follow the blue SORTIE
signs (see map of the
neighborhood and directions to
the venue).

Directions into Paris from
Orly Airport
Taxis
If you wish to take a taxi, follow
the taxi signs. DO NOT accept
taxi offers from random drivers
who ask you if you want a taxi.
They will charge you made-upon-the-spot prices. Once at the
airport taxi rank, wait in line.
Cost of getting into Paris:
around 30EUR.
After you've retrieved your bags
look for a "OrlyVal" signs. The
automated Orlyval shuttle trains
connect Orly Airport's Sud
(south) and Ouest (west)
terminals to the Antony station of
the RER B line, where you must
transfer to an RER train into the
heart of Paris. A ticket for the
entire journey costs around
€9,00. The ticket is valid on the
Orlyval train, the RER, and the
Métro.
Buy your ticket at the RATP's
Orlyval/Orlybus booth in the
terminal, then go up the
escalator to the elevated train
station. Keep the ticket with you
throughout the journey.
The OrlyVal will stop at the
Antony RER B Station. Take the
RER B, direction Paris (to double
check you are going in the right
direction, verify that the
electronic boards above your
RER platform highlight the main
Paris stations such as Chatelet,
St. Michel, and DenfertRochereau.)
The RER train ride into Paris
takes about 20 minutes
Get off at "Denfert-Rochereau".
On the platform, follow the signs
for Metro Line 6. Line 6 is a
green circle with a 6 in the
middle. You will have to go
through another pair of turn-style
doors, and re-validate your ticket

to get out of the train system and
into the Metro system.
If you are headed to the
neighborhood of the venue, take
Line 6 Direction: Nation. Once on
the metro, go three stops until
you get to Station: Corvisart
To exit, follow the blue SORTIE
signs (see map of the
neighborhood and directions to
the venue).
By Train
Below are directions to the venue
from all major train stations in
Paris.
Taxis
If you wish to take a taxi from
your train station, follow the taxi
signs. DO NOT accept taxi offers
from random drivers who ask you
if you want a taxi. They will
charge you made-up-on-the-spot
prices.
From Gare de Nord Train Station
(Eurostar and Thalys)
Take the underground LINE 4
direction Porte d'Orleans.
Change at Denfert Rochereau
Station. Take underground LINE
6 direction Nation. Corvisart
station is three stops from
Denfert Rochereau
From Gare St-Lazare Station
Take the underground LINE 12
direction Marie d'Issy. Change at
Montparnasse Bienvenue. Take
underground LINE 6 direction
Nation. Corvisart station is six
stops from Montparnasse
Bienvenue
From Gare de Lyon Train Station
Take the underground LINE 1
direction Chateau de Vincennes
Change at Nation station. Take
underground LINE 6 direction
Charles de Gaulle Etoile.
Corvisart station is ten stations
from Nation

From Gare d'Austerlitz Train
Station
Take the underground LINE 5
direction Place d'Italie. Change
at Place d'Italie station. Take
underground LINE 6 direction
Charles de Gaulle Etoile.
Corvisart station is one station
from Place d'Italie
Nearest Metro and RER stops
http://ratp.fr
Line 6: Corvisart (10mn walk)
Line 6: Glaciere (15mn walk)
Line 7: Tolbiac (20mn walk)
RER B: Cite Universite (25mn
walk)
Public Transportation: Bus
62 (Stop: Vergniaud)
21 (Stop: Daviel)
67 (Stop: Bobillot)
Nearest Velib bike stations
1) 27 and 36 rue de la Butte aux
Cailles
2) 46 Boulevard Auguste Blanqui
3) 20 Rue Wurtz
Car Parks
Park Alizés
10 Rue Wurtz
01 45 65 03 99
Grand Garage Parking Moulin
des Prés Sté
62 Rue Moulin des Prés
01 45 89 50 55
Conference Fees
TESOL France members,
speakers and poster presenters
attend free of charge!
Non-member registration fee:
49EUR and thus automatic
membership into TESOL France
for an entire year! (attendees can
chose to opt out if they wish, but
why would you want to when
coming to this conference would
mean free access to all TESOL
France events for an entire year
and receiving our handy
Teaching Times magazine!)

Walking to the venue from
Corvisart Metro Station
The walk from the metro station,
Corvisart, to the venue, Telecom
ParisTech, is about 10 minutes.
As you exit the metro, follow the
large blue SORTIE ("exit" in French)
signs. Go down the stairs. Exit

Accommodation
Weʼve provided a list of the hotels
closest to the venue:
http://www.tesol-france.org/
BOBHotels.php
However, for a more comprehensible
listing, we recommend
www.booking.com
There are different price ranges from
which delegates can choose. It is
strongly recommended you book
your accommodation as early as

through the metal doors. While still
in this small outdoor station, exit to
the left (Sign: SORTIE Bd Auguste
Blanqui, Cote des Nos Impairs).
The street you are currently facing is
Boulevard Auguste Blanqui. Cross
this Boulevard Auguste Blanqui.

possible. If you do not manage to
book a hotel walking distance to the
venue, rest assured, the metro
system is an excellent way to get
around the city, should you need to
use it.
Meals
Coffee and refreshments will be
served at specified times during the
conference.

Veer right, walking down hill, along
this Boulevard.
Continue, walking down hill to the
first intersection of Rue Barrault (on
your left).
Take this Rue Barrault and walk up
hill until you reach the venue (No.
46) Telecom ParisTech is on your
right.

There will be receptions on Friday
and Saturday evenings.
Lunch on Saturday will take place
outside the venue. There is a variety
of restaurants, cafes and sandwich
shops in the area. A list of locations
will be provided in the printed
programme.

Porte Maillot

VENUE

Map of the Venue
(Upper Level)
B316
B312
Thevenin

B310

E200

Entrance / Exit
46 rue Barrault

Registration

Additional restrooms
on upper floors

(Lower Level)
Jade
Saphir
Rubis

Additional Exit:
49 rue Verignaud

Grenat
(speakers’
quiet room)

Opale
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Tesol France
Entertainment
Friday Evening
Language Players
David Crystal explores the world of language play,
with help from Ben Crystal, Hilary Crystal, Ronnie
Barker, Ronnie Corbett, Victor Borge, and William
Shakespeare.
-19:00 to 20:30 in Amphitheater Thevenin

Saturday Evening
Open Mic Night!
Music, songs, stand up comedy and more! With
your host David A. Hill. If you are interested in
participating, see David during the conference.
-19:30 - 21:30 in Amphitheater Thevenin
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Friday November 26th 2010
15:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 18:00

18:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 20:30

Lobby of Telecom ParisTech & Room E200

Thevenin Amphitheater

Lobby of Telecom ParisTech
& E200

Friday Evening Entertainment
A comedy event not to be missed!

Registration
Poster session
Visiting stands & networking
Opening Plenary
David A. Hill
Why Extensive Reading is Essential
Cocktail dînatoire
Poster session
Visiting stands
Networking

Language Players

David Crystal explores the world of language play,
with help from Ben Crystal, Hilary Crystal, Ronnie
Barker, Ronnie Corbett, Victor Borge, and William
Shakespeare.
Thevenin Amphitheater

Saturday November 27th
Registration opens at 9:00am and continues throughout the day. Coffee will be served at registration in the morning.
Sat 27 Nov

9:30-10:30
Session A

10:45-11:45
Session B

Thevenin

B310

B312

Saphir

Lindsay Clanfield
Captured on Video

Dede Wilson
Motivation, Fun and
Building Confidence with
Pronunciation

Valentina Dodge
Check this!

Rubis

Jade

Opale

Clare Wardman
Nikolina Korecic
Anthony Harvey
Authentic Materials in Drama Techniques in
Testing Times for
English Language
the EFL Classroom
Teachers
Teaching: Are they as
important as we think?
BE
Pr & TTD
TECH & LS
MAT & RES
CLASS & DRAM
TEST & FrL
Ian Lebeau
Burcu Tezcan-Unal
Paul Maglione
Bob Dignen
Gary Anderson
Alina A. von Davier
Anna Musielak
Advanced students and
Feeding Forward in
Unlocking Learner
Communicating
Tools for Teachers:
Psychometrics in
Drama: It is never too
coursebooks: a
Process Writing Classes Motivation For Digital
Internationally in
Fitting round pegs into Support of Fair English much of a good thing
marriage made in
Natives
English
square holes
Language Skills
heaven or hell?
Assessment
AL & ADV
CLASS & WRITE
TEEN & TECH
IntC & BE
BE & TECH
TEST
CLASS & DRAM

11:45 - 13:00

LUNCH BREAK*

13:00 -13:30

POSTER SESSION, Visiting Stands & Coffee in the Lobby & E200
DELTA Training Information Session in B310

13:30 - 14:30
Session C

14:45 - 16:00

Ian Badger
Maher Bahloul
Business English in a Empowering Language
New Decade: New
Teachers Through
challenges, new
Corpus-Based Grammar
opportunities
BE
TTD & COR
Plenary Session
David Crystal
Language Play: From
Scrabble to Babble

16:00 - 16:30
16:30 - 17:30
Session D

17:45 - 18:45
Session E

TECH & TTD

John Corbett
Damian Corcoran
Intercultural Language Role Play as Rehearsal
Activities
for Real Life
IntC

HE & FrL

Louisa Dunn
Road to IELTS

TEST

Ros Wright &
Debbie West
Facts nʼFigures, Past,
Present nʼ Future:
TESOL France se
dévoile!

Coffee in E200 and the Lobby
Ken Wilson
Ten Things (I Think) I
Know About Teaching,
Learning (and Writing)

Virginia Allum
Wounds, Charts and
Medication: Tips on
teaching nurses

TTD & MAT
Jenny Pugsley
Training and Assessing
Teachers: What are we
measuring?
TTD

ESP
Catherine Jolivet-Buon
Writing Assessment
Dilemmas: Difficult
decisions made easy
TEST & TTD

18:45 - 19:30

19:30 - 21:30

Russell Stannard
Gems on the Web

Cleve Miller
Anita Kwiatkowska
Dennis Davy
Grzegorz Śpiewak
Samúel Lefever
Performance-based Documentaries: How to
Read All About It!
Less Tense, More
A Non-traditional
Business English: Challenge your Students Practical Tips for Using
Sense?
Classroom for
Boosting ROI for both
with Global Issues
Newspapers with
Teaching English to
students and HR
Grandes Ecoles
Preschoolers
Students
TECH & BE
IntC & TEEN
HE & FrL
GV
PRIM & CLASS
Marianne Raynaud
Shelly Terrell
Lesley Keast
Martin Beck
Kateřina Martincová
Using Podcasts in
Global Class Projects: Encouraging Student Developing ESP Online
Drama-based
Foreign Language
Extending learning
Initiated Speaking
Language Tests
Pedagogy for Nursery
Teaching
beyond the classroom
and Primary Learners
TECH
IntC & TECH
SPEAK & CLASS
ESP & TEST
PRIM & DRAM
POSTER SESSION, Visiting Stands
& Reception

Open Mic Night!
Music, songs, stand
up comedy and more!
with your host
David A. Hill**

* There are several restaurants near the venue. A list is provided on page ____
**If you are interested in participating, please have a chat with David A. Hill during the conference on Friday or Saturday during the day.

Sunday November 28th
Registration opens at 8:30am and continues until the end of the conference. Coffee will be served at registration in the morning.
Sun 28 Nov

Thevenin

B310

9:00-9:45
Session F

Marisa Constantinides

Linda Gerena
Building Vocabulary To
Support Language
Acquisition

10:00 - 10:45
Session G

AL & TTD
Charles Goodger
Combining Total
Physical Response with
Music

GV & TTD
Stephen Brewer
Making Sense of the
English Verb System

YL & AL

GV & FrL

10:45 - 11:15
11:15 - 12:00
Session H

12:15 - 13:00

13:00 - 13:30

B312

Saphir

Rubis

Opale

Elena Bañares
Eva Büyüksimkeşyan
Reusing, Recycling
Warmers, Fillers and
and Creating with Hot Improvisations in EFL
Potatoes
Classrooms

Aslı Abak
Students' Attitudes
Towards Mobile
Learning

TECH & TTD
GV & LS
Heike Philp
Patricia Ryan
Josephine O'Brian
AVALON Language The Case Against High- The Role of L1 in ELT
Learning in Second stakes Listening Tests
Life
TECH & TTD

TEST

B316

MAT

Elizabeth Anne
Teaching English to
Scientists is Fun

TECH & HE
James Chamberlain
Experiential Training
for Intercultural
Communication

CLASS & COR

IntC & TTD

POSTER SESSION, Visiting Stands & Coffee in the Lobby & E200
David A. Hill
Sophie Pricot
Karenne Sylvester
Igor Gavilán
Traditional Folk Songs
Fostering Authentic
Blogging, Chatting &
Teaching English
from the British Isles: A
Communication and
Discussing: Critical Should Be Fun So As to
neglected resource Meaningful Interactivity in thinking in business
Learn Effectively
ESP Learners: The case
English
of French pharmacy
students
4Skills & CLASS
ESP & FrL
TECH & BE
ADV & CLASS

Lindsay Vecchio
Goal Setting in the
English Language
Classroom

HE

Jane Ryder
Nancy Mitchell
How to Create “Enquiry
Raising Cultural
Orientated
Awareness Through
Environments” in Our
Self-Reflection
Workplaces
TTD & FrL

IntC & TTD

Closing Plenary
Ben Crystal
Shakespeare on Toast

Closing remarks and
Prize Draw!

Key to Acronyms

ADV: Advanced Learners
AL: Adult Learners
BE: Business English
CLASS: Classroom Techniques
COR: Corpus in the Classroom
DELTA: Diploma in English Language
Teaching to Adults
DRAM: Drama-based Lessons
EAP: English for Academic Purposes
EFL: English as a Foreign Language
ELT: English Language Teaching

ESP: English for Specific Purposes
ETHICS: Ethics in the Classroom
FrL: French Learners
GV: Grammar & Vocabulary
HE: Higher Education
IntC: Intercultural Issues
LS: Learner Styles
MAT: Materials Design and Publishing
Pr.: Pronunciation
PRIM: Primary School Learners
RES: Research

SPEAK: Speaking Skills
TBL: Task-Based Learning
TECH: Technology in the Classroom
TEEN: Teenage Learners
TESOL: Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages
TEST: Testing and Assessment
TTD: Teacher Training & Development
WRITE: Writing Skills
YL: Young Learners

Poster Presenters
Abdelhafied Abuklaish A Androulla Athanasiou &
Erinç Alt nkök
Model Determining the
Anna Nicolaou
Sink or Swim
Language Needs of
To use or not to use
Together: Employing
Testing as a Teaching
Science Students
technology:
Tool Through Group
Language teachersʼ
Work
perceptions
ESP & RES
TECH & TTD
Mustafa Dabia
Svetlana Derkach
A Study Enhancing
Using results of
Pedagogic Skills of Libyan phonetic research in
Trainee Teachers through
teaching methods
Reflective Practice: How
might such a study be
conducted?
TTD & RES

Ian Bell
Changes and
Opportunities in Testing

Faiza Bouabdallah
Willy C. Cardoso
Yueh-miao Chen
Haddam
Complexity Theory and Upgrading Teachers-toThe importance of
ELT freelance
be's Vision from a
Translation and
Teacher to a Mentor
Vocabulary Acquisition in
an ESP course within the
Department of Biology

TEST
TEST
ESP & GV
TTD & RES
Hala El Miniawi &
Rosamaria Giammanco
Latsouck Gueye
Hadia Hakem
Abdulhadi Ahmad
Multicultural Literature in Helping young and adult
Benkhenafou
Brenjekjy
the EFL classroom
ESL/EFL learners to write
Vocabulary
Is Grammar Taught Or
development through
Acquired? Can I.T
vocabulary learning
help?
strategies use

Pr
GV & TECH
IntC & TEEN
TEEN
Rachida Labbas &
Lola Matheus
Vladimira Michalkova MY
Ellenor Shoemaker
Faiza Bouabdallah
Communities of
(I) Classroom
Speech Segmentation in
Haddam
Learning and the Use
L2 English
Computer Assisted
of Blogs in an ESL
Language Learning in
context
Algerian Secondary
Schools
TECH

TECH & AL
LS
Pr
Xin Yao
Dr. Yu-Mei Tsai & Master Dr. Yu-Mei Tsai & Master
Investigating Chinese De-Yin Shih The World Is
De-Yin Shih Writing
Studentsʼ Opinions on My Stage: How Artistic Corrections and Cultural
Plagiarism
Performance Promote
Understanding
Willingness to
Communicate in English
ETHICS & IntC

GV & IntC

Poster Sessions Schedule
Friday
15:30 - 17:00

Lobby of Telecom ParisTech & E200

Poster session
Visiting stands

Friday
18:00 - 19:00

Lobby of Telecom ParisTech & E200

Poster session
Visiting stands

Saturday
13:00 -13:30

Lobby of Telecom ParisTech & E200

Poster session
Visiting stands

Saturday
18:45 - 19:30

Lobby of Telecom ParisTech & E200

Poster session
Visiting stands

GV & IntC

GV
Tatjana Shuiskaya
Vowel properties in
speech perception

Pr

TTD & HE
Linda Khenoune-Ghout
Diaries, diaries .......for
learner autonomy

HE & AL

Friday Plenary Speaker

David A. Hill
26 November 17:00 - 18:00

Why Extensive Reading is Essential
There is overwhelming evidence on the benefits
extensive reading gives to language learners,
and yet in most teaching/learning situations it is
curiously ignored. This plenary talk will rehearse
the background, discuss the implications and
offer suggestions on how to go about setting
up an extensive reading programme.

David A. Hill is a free-lance teacher
trainer and educational materials
writer working out of Budapest,
Hungary. He has worked for The
British Council (18 years), Pilgrims,
Canterbury (12 summers) and has
been a teacher trainer with NILE,
Norwich every summer since 1998.
David has worked with many major
ELT publishers, writing courses for
Italy, Spain, Poland, Egypt,
Kazakhstan, Morocco and Bulgaria.

He has recently co-written the teacher
resource book Writing Stories for
Helbling Languages for whom he has
also adapted several classics and
written original readers. David has
held positions of responsibility within
IATEFL for nearly 25 years, and is
currently the Coordinator of the
Literature, Media & Cultural Studies
SIG.
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Saturday Plenary Speaker

David Crystal
27 November 14:45 - 16:00
Language Play: from Scrabble to Babble
This talk addresses the question of why we play with
language, illustrating what is involved from a wide range of
effects, and focusing on the nature of linguistic creativity,
especially as encountered in literature.
Professor David Crystal is one of the world's foremost
authorities on language. An internationally renowned writer,
editor, lecturer, and broadcaster, he received an OBE in 1995
for his services to the English language. He has authored
and edited over 100 books including the Cambridge
Encyclopedia of Language (1987), English as a Global
Language (1997), Language Play (1998), Shakespeare’s
Words (2002, with Ben Crystal), The Stories of English
(2004), By Hook or By Crook: a journey in search of English
(2008), and Just a Phrase I'm Going Through: my life in
language (2009).
TESOL France is honored to have Professor Crystal as one
of our 2010 Plenary Speakers.
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Sunday Plenary Speaker

Ben Crystal
28 November 12:15 - 13:00

Shakespeare on Toast
A truly unique insight into the very core of
English language and culture. Less of a talk
and more of a performance, it makes sense
of Shakespeare by putting him back into
context. It includes an exploration of
Elizabethan theatre and what a trip to a
Shakespeare play in 1600 would be like, a
m a s t e r- c l a s s o n t h e p o e t r y s t y l e
Shakespeare wrote in, and a look at Original
Pronunciation (the accent Shakespeare
would have spoken in). A must-see for a
Ben Crystal is an actor and a writer. He
studied English Language and Linguistics at
Lancaster University before training at Drama
Studio London. He has worked in TV, film
and theatre, including the reconstructed
Shakespeare's Globe, London. He is a
narrator for RNIB Talking Books, Channel 4
and the BBC. He co-wrote Shakespeare's
Words (Penguin 2002) and The Shakespeare
Miscellany (Penguin 2005) with David
Crystal, and his first solo book, Shakespeare
on Toast – Getting a Taste for the Bard was
published in 2008. He regularly gives
workshops on performing and speaking
Shakespeare. He lives in London and online
at www.bencrystal.com
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Guidelines for Speakers
These guidelines were sent to all of the speakers two months before the conference

Feedback from delegates at previous TESOL
France events indicates that while most sessions
are very well received, there is certain recurring
input concerning content and speaker
performance.
Accordingly, we encourage all speakers to
consider the following.
Computers: due to venue restrictions, we are
not able to provide computers for this event. We
ask that all speakers bring your own laptops.
Also, to bring your own power adapter. When
dealing with all technology, we suggest you hope
for the best, but prepare for the worst and
consider bringing print outs of your slides for the
delegates.
Make sure you bring enough handouts (at least
30 copies, 150 for plenary sessions). We
apologize, but making photocopies at the venue
will not be possible.
Will your session be of practical use?
This is by far the most important question to
keep in mind. A frequent criticism is that many
sessions are too theoretical, too general or too
superficial and that the speaker does not
consider practical implications for their talks.
Do you depend too much on your notes or
slides?
Past feedback forms have revealed a strong
intolerance to speakers reading their notes or
slides. We strongly recommend you arrive at the
conference with your talk well rehearsed.
Does your talk match your abstract?
Many TESOL France members have mentioned
that some speakers may stray away from the

abstracts printed in the colloquium program. We
ask that speakers remain faithful to the abstracts
they've submitted in the Call for Papers.
Are you an experienced or first-time speaker?
Speaker quality is frequently mentioned on
TESOL France feedback forms. While we want
to give every opportunity to all speaker styles,
both the inexperienced and ‘veterans’, we hope
that you will adopt the public speaking skills that
will make your talk as engaging as possible. We
would also ask that you stick to your allocated
time to allow delegates to get to the next talk on
time and to give the technicians adequate time
to help set up the next speaker. May we suggest
discussions can be continued during the lunch
period or during some of the longer breaks over
a coffee.
Will your talk be of interest to a local
audience?
The vast majority of our delegates are native
speaker teachers based in France. We would
therefore suggest that speakers presenting
practices or research relative to their own
country ensure there is some consideration of
possible implications for the teacher based in
France.
Are you speaking on behalf of a publisher or
institution?
Delegates have expressed disappointment that a
session they attended based on the description
in the abstract turns out to be an advertisement
for a publication, product, or course. Please be
sure to include as much practical classroom
information as possible when presenting the
product.
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Meet the Speakers
We are proud to welcome presenters from over 25 countries around the world.

Sunday
9:00-9:45
Theme:
Technology in
the
Classroom

Aslı Abak (Bahçeşehir Universty) Students' Attitudes Towards Mobile Learning
Learners need to be provided with new tools and technologies to succeed and deal with the technological
barriers. One of the recent but growing research domains is Mobile Learning or MALL (Mobile Aided
Language Learning). This workshop firstly will focus on the present use of mobile phone applications in EFL
context regarding the attitudes of EFL learners at Bahçeşehir University towards MALL. Consequently, the
workshop will focus on the findings of the research and display the areas where mobiles phones can be
embedded to English learning.
Asl Abak graduated from Hacettepe University in 2006. She studied at Hogeschool Gent, Belgium between
2005-2006. She got CELTA in 2007. She completed her masterʼs degree in 2010 and has been an instructor
at Bahçeşehir University since 2006.

Saturday
16:30 - 17:30
Theme:
English for
Specific
Purposes

Virginia Allum (Cambridge University Press) Wounds, Charts and Medication: Tips on teaching
nurses
As with many areas of ESP, teaching healthcare professionals poses its own specific challenges for the
English language teacher. Explaining medical procedures to patients, giving instructions to colleagues, and
dealing with sensitive issues with patients of all ages are just some of the tasks a healthcare professional is
faced with on a daily basis. How can the English teacher, with no background in medicine, provide the
linguistic support and training these learners need? Virginia will explore these issues, share her own
experiences, and offer some practical tips and teaching ideas for the teacher to take away.
Virginia Allum, co-author of Cambridge English for Nursing (Cambridge University Press), currently works as
a staff nurse in a Ramsay Health UK hospital in Devon, UK. After obtaining her TESOL certificate, she taught
English for Nursing at vocational training institutions in Queensland and was nurse facilitator on the diploma
course.

Saturday
10:45-11:45
Themes:
Business
English &
Technology in
the
Classroom

Gary Anderson (Cambridge University Press) Tools for (Business English) Teachers: Fitting round
pegs into square holes
After discussing the place of supplementary resources in language learning, we will try out activities from
Cambridge ELT materials for Business English and ESP including the new corpus-informed Grammar for
Business and Business Vocabulary in Use 2nd edition with CD-ROMs and also have a look at both
Professional English Online and the new English360 Web 2.0-based learning platform for blended learning.
Our goal will be to have some serious fun while letting participants reflect on how to use such teaching tools
to better fit students (the ʻround pegsʼ) into courses (the ʻsquare holesʼ).
Gary Anderson was Pedagogical Director of the language program of the former American Center in Paris
and President-elect of TESOL France when he joined Cambridge ELT as International Teacher Trainer based
in Paris. He has since given talks and workshops in over 50 countries on five continents.

Sunday
10:15 - 11:00
Themes:
Tried and
Tested
Classroom
Techniques &
Corpus in the
Classroom

Elizabeth Anne (Université Joseph Fourier) Teaching English to Scientists is Fun
"Creativity loves Constraints" and the constraints in the rigidly defined programme of our 2nd year students
proves the point. With a predefined list of words to be "known" and the same, carefully chosen, grammar
structures for all - getting to the "fun" is not immediately obvious. It will be seen that the icebreakers used to
introduce this programme together with the online concordancer and the videos produced by the students are
adaptable to non-scientific fields and that even the most rigid of programmes can give rise to lots of “real”
communication. The book: Minimum Competence in Scientific English.
Après de nombreuses années comme vacataire, j'ai finalement accèdé officiellement au poste de reponsable
de l'anglais pour la physique à l'UJF, que j'occupais déjà tout ce temps.
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Saturday
13:30 - 14:30
Theme:
Business
English

Ian Badger (Heinle ELT) Business English in a New Decade: New challenges, new opportunities
In this session Ian Badger will identify current and future challenges faced by business English trainers.
These include: - Budgets often only available for ʻbusiness criticalʼ language training - Expectation that new
employees have a good level of core business/technical English - Need to communicate using a widening
range of communication channels - English used as the lingua franca in global teams/projects - English
required at all levels of organisations Ian will refer to his experience as a business English trainer and
consultant throughout Europe (and specifically working in the French paper industry) in evaluating the
challenges and suggesting solutions.
Ian Badger is a partner in Business and Medical English Services (www.bmes.co.uk). He is based in Bristol,
UK and travels widely as a trainer/consultant for international companies. He is co-author of the four-level
series, English for Business Life (Heinle ELT) and editor/author of many other business/technical English
materials.

Saturday
13:30 - 14:30
Themes:
Teacher
Training and
Development
&
Corpus in the
Classroom

Sunday
9:00-9:45
Theme:
Technology in
the
Classroom

Saturday
17:45 - 18:45
Themes:
Testing &
English for
Specific
Purposes

Maher Bahloul (American University of Sharjah) Empowering Language Teachers Through CorpusBased Grammar
English teachers rely to a large extent on ESL textbooks such as Azar & Hagen (2009, 2005), Walker &
Elsworth (2003), Elbaum (2001), Thewlis (2000), Fucks & Bonner (2000), Eastwood (1999), Steer & Carlisi
(1998), Freeman (1997), Bland (1996), Murphy (1994), among many others, to explain and analyze language
use. The presentation reports on corpus-based findings which clearly show the uselessness of such
prescriptive approaches and suggests a number of pedagogical recommendations to remedy the current
practices and empower English teachers.
Dr. Maher Bahloul is a PhD graduate of Cornell University and an MA holder from Paris III. He is currently an
Associate Professor at the Department of English of the American University of Sharjah. His latest interest
include learning through corpora and learning through Performing Arts; see www.bahloul.com for more
details.
Elena Bañares (TESOL Spain / Colegio Maravillas) Reusing, Recycling and Creating with Hot Potatoes
This step-by-step workshop will show how to reuse, recycle and adapt existing teaching material using Hot
Potatoes. It is aimed at teachers with a basic technical command. We will create crosswords to reinforce/
learn vocabulary; multiple matching exercises; exams as well as listening, reading and speaking exercises.
Participants are encouraged to bring their own exercises.
Elena Bañares has been teaching English for nineteen years. She works for Colegio Maravillas. Special
Interest Groups Coordinator for TESOL-SPAIN, she is a Bachelor Degree in English Philology and Med in
Educational Technologies and ELT. She is also a lecturer in ICTs in the classroom and Internet Security.
Martin Beck (MONDIALe-Testing GmbH) Developing ESP Online Language Tests
What institutes need is a cost-effective test which fulfills highest quality standards. Anyone who has taken on
the task of developing a test knows how difficult and time consuming test authoring is. The same technology
that spawned blended learning provides the solution for state-of-the-art online language testing. The
presentation will describe the quality management which has to be part of the development process to
provide a valid and well calibrated online language test product. Examples from the "aviation", "hotel/catering"
and "real estate" branches will show the results of this development process.
Martin Beck, for more than 20 years, has been a successful entrepreneur in the areas of teaching, testing
and consulting. In 2001 he founded Mondiale Testing, a full-service language testing organization. He is Vice
President of the ICC and a member of the EALTA.

Sunday
10:00 - 10:45
Themes:
Grammar and
Vocabulary &
French
Learners

Stephen Brewer (IUFM Nord-Pas de Calais, Université d'Artois) Making sense of the English verb
system
Many older French students claim that even after years of formal instruction they have not managed to gain a
reliable understanding of English verb tenses (les temps). Between "be" and "have got" or the strange
workings of the auxiliary "do” and the modal auxiliaires, not to mention the infamous "present perfect" (which
looks like passé composé but isn't), many students accept perennial confusion and find the situation
somewhat hopeless. In this talk, I present a way of unraveling the mysteries of this system that helps
students grasp its logic, thereby enabling them to speak and write more accurately and confidently.
Stephen Scott Brewer, a native of northeastern Pennsylvania and resident of France since 1989, is
assistant professor of language education at the IUFM Nord-Pas de Calais (Université d'Artois) and a
member of the Center for Research on Education and Training at the University of Paris Ouest Nanterre. His
doctoral dissertation looked at the impact of perceived self-efficacy on language learner motivation.
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Sunday
9:00-9:45

Eva Büyüksimkeşyan (Esayan Armenian High School) Warmers, Fillers and Improvisations in EFL
Classrooms
As motivation is the key word for success, teachers should find ways to motivate their learners. Games and
Themes:
game like activities can boost the motivation level, enhancing the creativity of the learners. Every EFL teacher
Grammar and should have some favourite activities up in her sleeve to energize the class, to change the pace or to preVocabulary & teach and to practise the target language. One of the aims of this session is to introduce ways to motivate
Learner styles learners and the other is to share some favourite activities.
Eva Büyüksimkeşyan is an EFL teacher for more than 20 years. Nowadays, her main professional interest is
trying to integrate technology in her teaching. She has started several collaborative projects with teachers
from other countries and she blogs at http://www.evasimkesyan.edublogs.org
Sunday
10:15 - 11:00
Themes:
Intercultural
issues &
Teacher
Training and
Development

James Chamberlain (Hochschule Bonn-Rhein-Sieg) Experiential Training for Intercultural
Communication
There are three types of learning outcomes that intercultural communication training strives to achieve:
cognitive (knowing that), behavioural (knowing how), and affective (attitude, openness, tolerance, acceptance,
awareness). Affective goals are the most difficult to achieve, because any real change depends less on the
trainer than on what goes on in the trainee's heart and mind. The objective of this workshop is to introduce
trainers to a wide variety of experiential activities for use during intercultural communication training. The
participants can assemble a toolbox of exercises for their own use in training situations.
James R. Chamberlain is the director of the Language Centre of the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied
Sciences near Bonn, Germany. He has been teaching Business English since 1984 and training intercultural
communication skills since 1994. He is a frequent presenter at BESIG, IATEFL and other conferences.

Saturday
17:45 - 18:45
Theme:
Business
English

Lindsay Clanfield (Macmillan) Captured on video
This practical workshop revisits a favourite area for teachers and learners alike: using video in class. Weʼll
start by looking at ways of using new kinds of language learning and authentic videos and then move on to
creating and subtitling videos and doing larger projects. I guarantee youʼll get some great ideas for your next
classes by the end of the session.
Lindsay Clandfield is an award-winning author of books for teachers and learners and the lead author of
Global. He was born in England, grew up in Canada, taught at a university in Mexico, lives in Spain and has
trained teachers from around the world. He is also the creator of the popular blog Six Things
(www.sixthings.net).

Sunday
9:00-9:45
Theme:

Saturday
13:30 - 14:30
Theme:
Intercultural
issues

Marisa Constantinides (CELT Athens)
Marisa Constantinides, Dip.RSA inTEFLA, M.A. App Ling, is an experienced teacher educator and DOS at
CELT, a teacher development and ESP centre in Athens. She is course designer and tutor on Cambridge
CELTA and DELTA courses. Her publications include materials for grammar and using literary texts. She blogs
at marisaconstantinides.edublogs.org and is @Marisa_C on Twitter.
John Corbett (Cambridge University Press) Intercultural Language Activities
The rise of global communication in the 21st century presents teachers and learners with both challenges and
opportunities. Through a selection of activities, Professor John Corbett will initiate teachers to the art of
inviting their learners to ʻdefamiliariseʼ their own culture and observe those of others in both real and virtual
worlds. One of the elements explored will be online communities as a means of exploring, discussing and
sharing aspects of different cultures; another will be the rules of everyday conversation.
John Corbett is a Professor of Applied Language Studies at Glasgow University. He has published widely on
a range of subjects, including ELT, literary stylistics, translation studies, and corpus linguistics. His most recent
publication in the Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers is Intercultural Language Activities
(Cambridge University Press, 2010).

Saturday
13:30 - 14:30
Theme:
Higher
Education &
French
Learners

Damian Corcoran Role Play as rehearsal for Real Life
In this presentation we will explore different types of role play from simple 2 person dialogues, through 8
person business role plays to tailor made scenarios. We will identify essential steps in the setting up,
execution and feedback stages and particularly focus on "priming" trainees for role play, listening skills for
trainees and trainers, classroom management skills and ways of giving feedback and proving followup. We
will see how trainees focus on the task in hand so that speaking English becomes a natural medium of
communication You will be asked to perform role plays,and share experience.
Damian Corcoran has been a trainer and actor working in Paris for 20 years. He specializes in English for
business in companies but has recently been involved in higher education using role plays extensively with
both engineering and art students.

Speaker bios
Saturday
16:30 - 17:30
Themes:
Higher
Education &
French
Learners

Dennis Davy (MIP School of Management, Paris & Ecole Polytechnique) Read All About It! Practical
Tips for Using English-Language Newspapers with Grandes Ecoles Students
This talk presents a practical approach to using newspapers in content- and language-based English courses.
It shows how carefully chosen articles, from tabloids, freesheets and broadsheets, both paper-based and online, can increase studentsʼ media literacy and awareness of current affairs, deepen their understanding of L2
culture and provide motivating material for class discussions and written homework, as well as for lexical
development and stylistic analysis. Various student-centred pedagogical routines, focusing on the major
language skills, are outlined, which can be adapted to teachersʼ own specific contexts.
Dennis Davy is now Head of the Languages Department at the Management Institute of Paris (MIP) and
Maître de conférences at the Ecole Polytechnique. Dennis studied French and German at Oxford University,
English Language Teaching at Lancaster, and English and Applied Linguistics at Cambridge. His professional
career in TEFL spans more than 25 years, teaching English in Germany, Japan, Algeria, Qatar and Oman
before coming to France in 1993. He was one of the Plenary Speakers of the TESOL France 27th Annual
Colloquium in 2008.

Saturday
10:45-11:45
Themes:
Business
English &
Intercultural
issues

Bob Dignen (York Associates) Communicating Internationally in English
Communicating internationally in English is a self-study book which will enable professionals to improve 10
core communication skills in English which they need when working internationally. The book represents a
shift towards the training of generic skills such as rapport building, influencing and conflict management, and a
commensurate movement away from linguistic accuracy to communication pragmatics. Each chapter
introduces and examines the scope of one core skill giving examples of how to communicate in English in
order to be more effective in typical work situations such as presentations, meetings or when writing emails.
Bob Dignen, as a Director of York Associates, specializes in developing international skills for both teams and
individuals. As an author, his titles include 50 Ways to Improve Your Presentation skills and 50 Ways to
Improve Your Intercultural Skills. He is co-author of Developing People Internationally, a multimedia training
resource pack.

Saturday
9:30-10:30

Valentina Dodge (Cambridge English360) Check this!
This session looks at different techniques for handling learner accuracy and dealing with corrections or
feedback when delivering blended learning courses. It covers the challenges and opportunities which arise
Themes:
from the digital permanency of learner “mistakes”. It illustrates how the tools available on the web-based
Technology in platform English360 can enhance and personalise the learning experience further. The presentation will give
the Classroom practical examples of how to use: course-specific page comments, multiple attempts options, text-based
&
forum discussions, multimedia formats, self-authored activities and private personalised trainer-learner
Learner styles feedback to ”feed” learners forward and keep them on track.
Valentina Dodge is Learning Manager for English360 where she oversees content, pedagogy, teaching, and
academic matters for English360. She works closely with educators and school owners on a global scale to
help them provide personalised English learning programmes to meet their student and customer needs.
Saturday
13:30 - 14:30
Theme:
Testing and
Assessment

Louisa Dunn (British Council, France) Road to IELTS
This session will introduce the Road to IELTS, a flexible online course produced the British Council to help
candidates prepare for the IELTS test. This session will look at aspects of the IELTS test which can be
challenging for French candidates and ways to help students with these. It will show how the Road to IELTS
can be used by both students and teachers to improve their level of English and be better prepared for the
IELTS test. Participants will be given free codes to access the materials online.
Louisa Dunne is a teacher, teacher trainer and Cambridge ESOL examiner who has worked for the British
Council in Nepal, Egypt, Japan, Portugal and France. She is currently Examinations Academic Support
Manager at the British Council, Paris.

Sunday
11:15 - 12:00
Theme:
Advanced
Learners and
Classroom
Techniques.

Igor Gavilán (Eibar Idiomas Hizkuntzak School) Teaching English Should Be Fun So As to Learn
Effectively
In this talk I will present how I have tried to incorporate humour into my teaching. Using humour can play a
crucial role in helping students overcome stress and thus make them more receptive to learning. Humour can
also help to improve the four skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and the classroom atmosphere,
particularly for those who are too conscious of their limited speaking abilities.
Igor Gavilán has a B.A in English and is qualified in Pedagogical skills by the University of Deusto, Bilbao. He
has been working as a qualified English teacher since 1994. He is currently the director of his own language
school, a lecturer and a certified trainer for the Cambridge Exams. He was awarded first prize in a didactic
poster competition of English teachers in TESOL France, Paris 2009. He is currently a Committee member of
TESOL-SPAIN where he works as a Public Relations Officer and as a Regional Coordinator Assistant, a
member of IATEFL International, TESOL France and he is also a member/advisor of the Basque
EnglishTeachers' Association, BETEA.
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Sunday
9:00-9:45
Themes:
Grammar and
Vocabulary &
Teacher
Training and
Development

Linda Gerena (York College City University of New York) Building Vocabulary To Support Language
Acquisition
How can language teachers build vocabulary and make meaningful connections to studentsʼ backgrounds
and learning styles? Is vocabulary development supposed to mean assigning lists of words to memorize? In
this talk, Dr. Linda Gerena will engage the audience in activities that are research based and have been
shown to build and increase vocabulary in language learners in contextually rich learning environments. Dr.
Gerena will model strategies that are student centered and increase active participation. Participants will
practice how to build and develop vocabulary by using different strategies and activities that can be
incorporated into all grade and language proficiency levels.
Dr. Linda Gerena is an Associate Professor in Teacher Education at City University of New York, York
College. Her professional interests in over 20 years in TESOL include language acquisition, effective
practices in language instruction and preparing highly qualified language teachers by providing theoretical
and practical knowledge in language education.

Sunday
10:15 - 11:00
Themes:
Young
Learners &
Adults
Learners

Saturday
9:30-10:30

Charles Goodger Combining Total Physical Response with Music
The value of songs and musical expression as an effective tool for practising language is universally
recognised. In this dynamic workshop participants will be shown how to combine TPR with music and rhyme.
The contents and themes of the song can then be broken down, recycled and integrated into a courseʼs
programme. This approach is highly recommended for young learners but is just as useful - and fun - for adult
students working to master the sound system of English.
Teacher trainer, course book writer and musician Charles Goodger from London is an esperto linguistico at
Bologna University in Italy. He has taken leave from university to dedicate himself to writing language-learning
action songs and related study material and currently lives in Riga, Latvia.
Anthony Harvey (Cambridge ESOL) Testing Times for Teachers
The French are traditionally ʻbad at languagesʼ. Actually, argues Anthony Harvey, Country Manager, France &
Benelux, University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations, the French are already better than they think they are
and there are real signs of improvement. And language assessment has a vital part to play in the process.

Themes:
Testing and
Assessment & Anthony Harvey has been an English teacher, teacher trainer and coursebook writer in the UK, Italy and
French
France. He was Director of the School at the British Institute of Florence and worked for the British Council
Learners
before becoming the person responsible for Cambridge ESOL examinations in France and Benelux in 2000.
Sunday
11:15 - 12:00
Themes:
4 skills &
Tried and
Tested
Classroom
Techniques

Saturday
17:45 - 18:45
Themes:
Testing and
Assessment
Teacher
Training and
Development

David A. Hill (Helbling Languages) Traditional Folk Songs from the British Isles: A neglected resource
Workshop: Weʼve all sung Clementine in class, used Blowing in the Wind to kick off discussions on the state
of the world and taught the three pronunciation forms of the regular past simple with Norwegian Wood. But
there is a wonderful, copyright free mass of traditional folk songs from the British Isles which have been
largely ignored by the majority of English language teachers. This workshop will open some doors and show
the way in.
David A. Hill is a free-lance teacher trainer and educational materials writer working out of Budapest,
Hungary. He has worked for The British Council (18 years), Pilgrims, Canterbury (12 summers) and has been
a teacher trainer with NILE, Norwich every summer since 1998. David has worked with many major ELT
publishers, writing courses for Italy, Spain, Poland, Egypt, Kazakhstan, Morocco and Bulgaria. He has
recently co-written the teacher resource book Writing Stories for Helbling Languages for whom he has also
adapted several classics and written original readers. David has held positions of responsibility within IATEFL
for nearly 25 years, and is currently the Coordinator of the Literature, Media & Cultural Studies SIG. When not
involved with ELT, he plays the blues, writes poetry, studies natural history and photographs art nouveau
buildings.
Catherine Jolivet-Buon (InterNapa College) Writing Assessment Dilemmas: Difficult Decisions Made
Easy
Scoring rubrics are widely used to standardize grading in large ESL writing programs and in hopes of saving
time when marking studentsʼ papers. However, some programs have stopped using rubrics because they
have identified problems. The problem may be that rubrics are misused. Perhaps they would be best used
when evaluating contrived, guided and controlled writing assignments. Holistic scoring is probably more
appropriate to the evaluation of creative and original writing. This presentation will discuss the abovementioned issues, show sample rubrics and suggest time-saving holistic evaluation tools.
Dr. Catherine Jolivet-Buon is an Applied Linguist and Language Specialist. She is currently Languages
Program Coordinator and Associate Professor of English and French in Cyprus. She also taught ESL/EFL,
French, and Teaching Methods in the USA and the Middle East, and worked as a teacher trainer at SEAMEO
RELC in Singapore.

Speaker bios
Saturday
17:45 - 18:45
Themes:
Speaking
Skills &
Classroom
Techniques

Saturday
9:30-10:30
Themes:
Classroom
Techniques &
Drama in the
Classroom

Saturday
16:30 - 17:30
Themes:
Intercultural
Issues &
Young Adult
Learners

Lesley Keast (Madrid Young Learners, British Council) Encouraging Student Initiated Speaking
How can teachers encourage students to take a more active part in class and give them the freedom to choose
when to speak and contribute subject and comment? These are features of natural interaction but are often
missing in the classroom. In the session we will look at the features of the really communicative classroom, and
try out some activities that get students ready and motivated to speak - as well as get teachers to re-examine
their role in the classroom. The session is based on research carried out at the British Council, Madrid.
Lesley Keast is the Senior Teacher for Teacher Development at the British Council's Madrid Young Learners.
She also teaches on the TESOL MA at the Universidad de Alcala in Spain. She has also taught in Hungary, Italy,
Portugal and the UK.
Nikolina Korecic (Universite Stendhal Grenoble 3) Drama Techniques in the EFL Classroom
“All the classroomʼs a stage, and the students and teachers merely players”. Letʼs turn our EFL classroom into a
stage and teach in a fun and innovative way. Come to my workshop and Iʼll show you how to rejuvenate your
lessons with some new activities involving drama, music, games, role plays,and most importantly fun! The goal
of the workshop is to spice up your lessons with some new ideas and make it more enjoyable for you and your
students. Let your students be the players, and you the greatest director making it all happen!
Nikolina Korecic (Zagreb, Croatia) is a Business English trainer and lecturer at Université Stendhal, Grenoble
3. After obtaining her B.A. and B.M. in the United States, she continued her education in Europe (M.A. in Music
and Master in European Studies,University of Paris II). She has also performed as an opera singer.
Anita Kwiatkowska Documentaries: How to challenge your students with global issues
www.freedocumentaries.org is a website featuring a lot of free, full length documentaries touching upon a great
deal of controversial issues. It is a perfect solution for teachers whose students are easily bored, typically not
interested in the lesson content or reluctant to utilize their productive skills. Sounds familiar? Drop by and learn
how to engage your class using documentaries!
Anita Kwiatkowska holds a CELTA and a M.A. in English Philology from the University of Gdansk, Poland. She
is a teacher, Cambridge ESOL oral examiner and a teacher trainer. She has spoken at conferences in Poland,
Turkey, Bulgaria, Hungary and Austria.

Saturday
10:45 - 11:45

Ian Lebeau: Advanced students and coursebooks: a marriage made in heaven or hell?
Some teachers of advanced students prefer not to use a coursebook - which they find too prescriptive - but to
pick and choose, or create, their own materials. In this session, we will think about what we mean by ʻadvancedʼ
Themes:
students, and whether they are really a different breed to learners at other levels. We will consider their needs,
Adult Learners and the extent to which a coursebook - any coursebook - can satisfy these needs.
& Advanced
Examples of lessons from Pearson Longmanʼs recently published Language Leader Advanced will be
Learners
discussed, as well as ways in which teachers can shape the book to suit their own situations, and extend the
material.
Ian Lebeau studied Modern Languages at the University of Cambridge and Applied Linguistics at the University
of Reading. He has nearly 30 years experience in ELT - mainly in higher education - and has taught in Spain,
Italy and Japan. He is currently Senior Lecturer in English as a Foreign Language at London Metropolitan
University.
Saturday
16:30 - 17:30
Themes:
Primary
Learners &
Classroom
Techniques

Samúel Lefever (University of Iceland) A Non-traditional Classroom for Teaching English to Preschoolers
This talk will describe a teaching approach that is well-suited for teaching English to young children. It centers on
the use of songs and guided play in an outdoor learning environment. The goals of the language instruction are
to engage the learners, spark their interest in English and increase their self-confidence and participation in their
social and linguistic environment. The approach uses theme-based instruction and emphasis is put on interaction
through English; the teacher uses English during the lessons and the children quickly begin to use English for
the intra-action which takes place during guided play.
Samúel Lefever is an Assistant Professor at the University of Iceland in the School of Education. He teaches
courses in language teaching methodology, English language skills, and English culture. His research interests
include English skills of young learners, language teacher training and integration of immigrant children in
Icelandic schools.

Saturday
10:45-11:45
Themes:
Young Adult
Learners &
Technology in
the Classroom

Paul Maglione (English Attack!) Unlocking Learner Motivation For Digital Natives
The current generation of teens and young adults is the first that works, plays, thinks and learns differently than
their parents did, but motivating these learners is absolutely essential. To get through to them, we must think
beyond the classroom and consider how we can use new technologies not just to change the way we teach, but
to finally start to make real progress towards self-study and self-motivation. This talk will examine some of those
technologies and environments as applied to the learning of English, and establish some basic principles to
consider as we develop these essential tools.
After 25 years of experience in the media and entertainment industries, Paul Maglione is now bringing innovation
to language learning with English Attack! Paul, a U.S. and Italian national, holds a BA from Brown University, an
MBA from London Business Shool, and a TEFL certificate from Rutgers University.
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Saturday
17:45 - 18:45
Themes:
Primary
Learners &
Classroom
Techniques

Kateřina Martincová Drama-based Pedagogy for Nursery and Primary Learners
This talk is an overview of methods used in teaching English at nursery and language schools in Slovakia. The
aim of this analysis is to show using the short stories for children which were used for a role-playing. Through
doing, acting and performing stories about animals faced with human problems children learnt English in a fun
way. Role-playing helped them to use English sentences and phrases more easily and more spontaneously.
Drama-based pedagogy in teaching English can help nursery and primary English learners to overcome barriers
in speaking the foreign language.
Kateřina Martincová is from Košice, Slovakia. She is a teacher at a language school and teaches adults and
children from nursery and primary school. She is very interested in drama-based pedagogy and she uses it
during her lessons.

Saturday
16:30 - 17:30

Cleve Miller (Cambridge English360) Performance-based Business English: Boosting ROI for both
students and HR
Business English is in transition, as technology provides new ways to help our students and clients achieve their
Themes:
goals. This session will review three approaches to BE course design: curriculum-based, needs-based and
Technology in performance-based, arguing that a performance focus can provide superior benefits. We will review practical
the Classroom techniques of a performance-based approach, and see how digital tools can help. Examples will be given using
&
English360, which allows BE teachers to digitally author their own materials, then mix and match with 9,000
Business
quality-assured activities from Cambridge University Press. These personalised courses can then be delivered
English
face-to-face, online or through blended learning.
Cleve Miller, since 1989, has designed and taught business English programs in 11 countries to students in over
50 Global-500 companies. He is obsessed with the effective use of the web for learner-centered, performancebased Business English teaching and currently leads the English360 joint venture between English360 and
Cambridge University Press.
Sunday
11:15 - 12:00
Themes:
Intercultural
Issues &
Teacher
Training and
Development

Nancy Mitchell Raising Cultural Awareness through Self-Reflection
Language instruction and language learning transpire in contexts which are necessarily intercultural, making
cultural awareness an attractive attribute for language teaching professionals to possess. Is some level of
awareness an implicit factor of our work? How do we foster this awareness? How might ESOL educators sustain
and further develop their own cultural awareness and communicative efficacy to better fulfill intercultural
responsibilities? Through critical analysis of discourse, materials, and oneʼs own language use, we develop
analytical skills requisite in cultural awareness; we develop skills for recognizing our own roles as agents of
culture through action and language.
Nancy Mitchell received her MATESOL from the Monterey Institute of International Studies in Monterey,
California in 2006, but began her teaching adventure in Northern Portugal in 2000. Nancy now lives in France
and teaches at the Université du Temps Libre in Avignon.

Saturday
10:45-11:45

Anna Musielak Drama: It is never too much of a good thing
Drama is a device that in the hands of a creative teacher can change the classroom into a magical world of
learning. The aim of this workshop is to present various drama games that help students open up and use their
whole selves to express their arguments. The techniques will illustrate how to make the learning process active
and with the use of simple tricks, put students at ease. In drama there are no wrong answers, as animals can
talk and objects have feelings. Everything is possible, the spell letʼs pretend becomes the norm in drama class.

Themes:
Classroom
Techniques
and Drama in
the Classroom Anna Musielak graduated from a Philology Department of Silesian University as a Philosophy Doctor. She has
worked as an English teacher, trainer and writer for 11 years. She has also published articles on literature,
culture and language teaching. She is interested in using drama, music and literature in teaching English.
Sunday
10:15 - 11:00
Theme:
Materials
Design and
Publishing

Josephine O'Brian (Zayed University Abu Dhabi) The Role of L1 in ELT
Most ELT teaching material are monolingual and pay little or no attention to the L1 of learners. This development
has resulted from received best approaches to teaching and learning and also the convenience of the global
publishing industry. The presentation considers alternatives to this monolingual approach in a particular EFL
context and considers the validity and benefits of developing a pedagogical grammar that takes the learners L1
into consideration. The context here is of Arab learners studying through the medium of English in a Gulf
university.
Dr. Josephine O'Brian has worked extensively in Arabic speaking countries and is very interested in the role of
the learners first language in the learning of subsequent languages. She holds an MA and PhD in Applied
Linguistics.

Sunday
10:15 - 11:00
Themes:
Technology &
Teacher
Training

Heike Philp (LANCELOT School GmbH) AVALON Language Learning in Second Life
AVALON aims to explore language learning in Second Life and in this session the results of the EU funded
project, which saw 26 partners in 8 EU countries will be presented.
Heike Philp is head of LANCELOT School, an accredited teacher training center for language teaching in realtime in virtual classrooms and in virtual worlds. Philp co-initiated both EU funded LANCELOT and AVALON
project and runs her own online conference, the Virtual Round Table Conference.
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Sunday
11:15 - 12:00
Themes:
English for
Specific
Purposes &
Classroom
Techniques &

Sophie Pricot (Paris XI University, Pharmacy Faculty) Fostering Authentic Communication and
Meaningful Interactivity in ESP Learners: The case of French pharmacy students
The purpose of this talk is to explore the various pedagogical approaches and teaching media which can be
used in and outside the classroom setting to effectively enable ESP students to acquire both linguistic and
communication skills adapted to their needs as pre-professionals. This will be done by focusing on the
specific case of French pharmacy students. The aim is to describe a few ways in which ESP teachers can
create a quality learning environment leading to enhanced interaction, production, and communication while
maintaining the high level of specificity characteristic of any ESP teaching context.
Sophie Pricot graduated from the ENS Cachan in 2006 with a master's degree in cognitive linguistics and
ESP theory. She taught French as a second language at Trinity College Dublin in 2003. Since 2005, she has
been teaching ESP and EAP to French university students and adult learners.

Saturday
10:45-11:45
Theme:
Teacher
Training and
Development

Jenny Pugsley (Head of TESOL, Trinity College London) Training and Assessing Teachers: What are
we measuring?
Trinity College London assesses teachers in training across a variety of programmes in different ways –
personal journals, portfolios, self-evaluations, plus tutor assessment of written work and of teaching, and
external examination by Trinity of the same. Participants must demonstrate knowledge, knowledge about
practice, and good practice itself, while often undergoing a stressful programme. At initial training level they
must evaluate their own and other performances in what is a new profession and culture. How far are these
assessment procedures summative and/or formative? How do tutors and assessors soften the harsh ring of
criticism without diluting a valuable critique?
Jenny Pugsley has been Head of Teacher Training at Trinity College London for 12 years and worked
previously for the British Council in ELT management. She is interested in the intercultural issues of teacher
development worldwide. She speaks French extensively and regularly spends time in France.

Saturday
17:45 - 18:45

Marianne Raynaud (TESOL France) Using Podcasts in Foreign Language Teaching
This interactive professional workshop will demonstrate how to make effective use of podcasts. It is designed
for teachers who know little about the subject, but we also welcome the contributions of confirmed users.
Theme:
Participants will work with questionnaires to assess knowledge and define needs. We will see how podcasts
Technology in can be used for standard listening comprehension, lab work or even homework assignments. Participants will
the Classroom listen to or watch selected podcasts. Finally, the speaker will explain how to produce podcasts or better still
have your students produce their own. Podcast titles and addresses will be available in a digital file.
Marianne Raynaud, TESOL France-Grenoble coordinator, taught 24 years at Grenoble Institute of
Technology, winning the prestigious Palmes Académiques for innovations in teaching ESL. She founded
QualityTime-ESL.com, airs podcasts Better Speaking Skills and Your English on iTunes and has written
QualityTime-ESL: The Digital Resource Book, an extensive toolbox of teaching materials.
Sunday
11:15 - 12:00
Theme:
French
Learners &
Teacher
Development

Jane Ryder (TESOL France) How to Create “Enquiry Orientated Environments” in Our Workplaces
In order to stimulate teacher development I believe the work of educationalist Ken Zeichner is key. His
emphasis on 'enquiry oriented' environments where there is a continual re-examination of curriculum,
pedagogy and authority relationships in order to develop independent analysis in teachers, and give them a
sense of control over their professional lives, is an approach I whole-heartedly endorse. Two questionnaires
will provide the back-bone of this workshop: one in which everyone participating assesses their own status as
teachers. Secondly a questionnaire on self- efficacy to stimulate discussion about the degree of control we
perceive we exercise over our professional practice. On the core issues of curriculum, pedagogy and
authority relationships, I will outline my own experience and then open the discussion.
Jane Ryder has been working in EFL for ten years in the Alsace and for the last five have been the
pedagogic co-ordinator for Greta Nord Alsace. She holds an MA in Applied Linguistics from Leicester
University. Before teaching she was a film-maker, ethologist and failed revolutionary! Be sure to see Jane
during the conference to learn more about her goal to start a TESOL France branch in Strasbourg!

Sunday
10:15 - 11:00
Theme:
Testing and
Assessment

Patricia Ryan (Zayed University Dubai United Arab Emirates) The Case Against High-stakes Listening
Tests
There are so many variables in listening tests - in the test itself, the conditions, the raters and the test-takers,
to name but a few, that it is impossible to control them in large–scale, high-stakes international language
tests. This paper discusses the implications for test reliability and construct and face validity, and questions
the appropriateness of testing Listening in high-stakes situations such as application for immigration or entry
into academia. Suggestions for mitigating some of the effects in smaller scale tests will be offered.
Patricia Ryan has been teaching English for many years, mainly in Kuwait and the UAE, but also in France,
Nigeria and Tunisia. She currently teaches at Zayed University in Dubai. Her main areas of interest are
language assessment and culture.
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Saturday
16:30 - 17:30
Theme:
Grammar and
Vocabulary
Development

Grzegorz Śpiewak (Macmillan Poland) Less Tense, More Sense?
Not recommended for the faint-hearted. We will take on the most central problem of English grammar: tense and
aspect – expose it to the full, strip it of most of its inconsistencies and build it up afresh. Can we teach English
without constant reference to some 16 tenses? Is there a simpler, more intuitive way? Which should come first:
Present Perfect or Past Perfect? Does Present Simple mean anything at all? And do Harry Potter and the
Yorkshire Ripper have anything to do with all this? Plenty of ready-made exercises for your classroom
guaranteed!
Grzegorz Ś piewak is Head ELT Consultant for Macmillan Poland, teacher trainer, methodology adviser, ELT
materials' writer and former president of IATEFL-Poland (currently on its Honorary Committee). Founder and
president of DOS-Teacher Training Solutions, an independent teacher development centre. Deputy Director for
Practical English & CLIL and senior lecturer at the Institute of English Studies, University of Warsaw. Regular
speaker at ELT conferences.

Saturday
13:30 - 14:30

Russell Stannard Gems on the Web Free Website www.teachertrainingvideos.com
Teachertrainingvideos.com, which has become one of the biggest training sites on the internet for teachers, and
offers completely free technology training to teachers. In this presentation Russell is going to highlight some of
the most popular websites for learning English. This is based on feedback from the thousands of users of his
site. It is a practical session, pointing out the best free learning sites on the web and how to make use of them.

Themes:
Technology in
the Classroom
&
Russell Stannard runs www.teachertrainingvideos.com which won the British Council ELTons award for
Teacher
innovation 2010. He also won the Times Higher "Outstanding Initiative in ICT." He writes the Webwatcher pages
Training
in the English Teaching Professional and regularly writes in the Modern English Teacher.
Sunday
11:15 - 12:00

Karenne Sylvester (Kalinago English) Blogging, Chatting and Discussing: Critical thinking in business
English
Todayʼs modern e-platforms offer our students a golden opportunity to experience Business and Specialized
Theme:
English authentically. In this presentation will be looking at critical thinking and demonstrating how online work
Technology in provides an opportunity for learner autonomy and how it offers a permanent record that our students can use for
the Classroom review and reflection.
Karenne Sylvester is an ELT-Edu-blogger, a ESP:IT teacher, EdTech teacher-trainer and materials writer,
originally from Grenada in the Caribbean. She currently lives in Stuttgart, Germany. Aside from Nings with
students, she blogs at Kalinago English (Bab.la Lexiophile's #2 Global Language Teaching Blogs) and
BusinessEnglish~5mins. Find her on Twitter at @kalinagoenglish
Saturday
17:45 - 18:45

Shelly Terrell (Parentella) Global Class Projects: Extending Learning Beyond the Classroom
How do we motivate students to use English outside of the classroom? Beyond learning the language, our
students can immerse themselves in the culture through global class collaboration projects. We will explore how
Themes:
to effectively use tools, specifically Skype, to improve students\' English proficiency and build relationships with
Technology in their English-speaking peers worldwide. We will discover several social media forums to help educators find
the Classroom schools that want to connect to classrooms worldwide. Participants will see real-examples of English language
Intercultural
learners connecting worldwide.
issues
Shelly Terrell is the VP of Educator Outreach for Parentella and co-organizer of the award-winning projects,
Edchat and The Reform Symposium e-conference. She has been recognized by Ed Week, Mashable, English
Central, and Tefl.net. Her Teacher Reboot Camp blog is ranked in the top 10 English Language Teaching blogs.
Saturday
10:45-11:45
Themes:
Tried and
Tested
Classroom
Techniques &
The Four
Skills

Sunday
11:15 - 12:00
Theme:
Higher
Education

Burcu Tezcan-Unal (Istanbul Bilgi University) Feeding forward in Process Writing Classes
Developing writers need effective feedback as part of their learning which is not the easiest task for many
language teachers. This workshop aims to present and/or revise the different roles of teachers as evaluators at
different stages of process writing classes. It also attempts to give tips on how to give written feedback while
forming studentsʼ writing at each draft for feed-forwarding purposes. During the workshop, actual student
samples will be shared and participants will actively practice how to give formative feedback. This interactive
session will be relevant to both general English and academic English writing classes.
Burcu Tezcan-Unal has been teaching EFL and training for many years. She holds a TESOL MSc from Aston
University. She also worked as a Fulbright Exchange Teacher in the USA teaching Language Arts to sophomores
1995-96. Currently, Burcu has been an EFL teacher and trainer at Istanbul Bilgi University.
Lindsay Vecchio (Université Picardie Jules Verne) Goal Setting in the English Language Classroom
Donʼt let your students rely on you to motivate them! Encourage self-motivation by using personal goal setting in
your university and adult English language classrooms! This session will outline student goal setting as a
language classroom activity. It will describe a set of activities in which students set goals and report periodically,
throughout the semester, on their progress in achieving these goals. Ideas about how to adapt goal-setting to
younger learners will also be presented. This interactive session will feature sample student work and hand-outs.
Lindsay Vecchio teaches listening and speaking at Université Picardie Jules Verne. Lindsay is from Detroit,
Michigan and earned an M.A. in TESOL from Eastern Michigan University. She has enjoyed teaching a variety of
learners from primary school kids on Reunion Island to adults from Somalia, Ukraine, and Saudia Arabia.
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Saturday
10:45-11:45
Theme:
Testing and
Assessment

Alina A. von Davier (ETS) Psychometrics in Support of Fair English Language Skills Assessment
Maintaining an international English test that is fair toward test takers around the world and in sync with rapid
changes in technology, shifts in demographics, and societyʼs expectations requires careful assessment design
and sophisticated psychometrics. This presentation will give an overview of the psychometrics that supports
international English language tests. It will also discuss how important it is for the integrity of the test to build
and preserve the trust between the English teachers around the world, policy makers, and psychometricians
Alina A. von Davier is a Strategic Advisor at Educational Testing Service. Dr. von Davier has provided
psychometric leadership for all large ETS international programs, such as TOEFL iBT and TOEIC. She has
also supported ETSʼ efforts to expand into new markets through responding to bids and submitting proposals.

Saturday
9:30-10:30
Themes:
Materials
Design &
Linking
Research to
Pedagogy

Saturday
9:30-10:30
Themes:
Pronunciation
&
Teacher
Training and
Development

Saturday
16:30 - 17:30
Themes:
Teacher
Training &
Materials
Design

Clare Wardman Authentic Materials in English Language Teaching: Are they as important as we think?
Since the 1970s the issue of whether and, more usually, how to use authentic materials has been the subject
of much debate. However, the details of this debate have been disregarded by many, with most agreeing to “a
general consensus... that the use of authentic materials in the classroom is beneficial to the learning
process” (Guariento & Morley, 2001). This whole-hearted support for authentic materials will be questioned by
reviewing the surprisingly limited research available. Conclusions are offered for the ELT community about
whether, and to what extent, we should endorse the use of authentic materials.
Clare Wardman is an EFL tutor and linguistics/ TESOL lecturer at York St John University and a freelance
language trainer with York Associates. She gained the postgraduate prize for her MA in ELT and is now
studying for her PhD in Language Education at the University of York.
Dede Wilson Motivation, Fun and Building Confidence with Pronunciation
Teaching pronunciation is often seen as something theoretical and difficult instead of a key motivator for
learning, a natural integral part of communicating in a foreign language. Its element of humour in practice can
bring a sense of fun and laughter that makes it memorable whilst building confidence at the same time. This
workshop aims to provide adaptable pronunciation activities teachers can integrate into their classes as part
of their regular teaching. It aims to highlight the funny side and link pronunciation not only to speaking but to
its importance to listening and effective language learning.
Dede Wilson is a freelance ELT consultant and teacher trainer. She worked for many years as an EFL/ ESOL
teacher and teacher trainer for both native and non-native speaker teachers at Westminster College in
London. During that time, she developed a combination training course for teachers of English and other
foreign languages leading to the OCR Certificate in Teaching Foreign Languages to Adults. She was a
Cambridge CELTA trainer and assessor for many years and an ICELT chief moderator.
Ken Wilson Ten Things (I Think) I Know About Teaching, Learning (and Writing)
Sometimes it seems that the world of ELT is going through a revolution, but one with a multitude of aims and
dozens of potential results. On the one hand, technology has the power to transform the way we teach
forever. On the other, dogme-style methods offer a back-to-basics approach that some teachers find very
refreshing. In the middle are the majority of teachers, who often have to work within a framework imposed
from above. With this middle position in mind, here are some thoughts about teaching and learning in the
twenty-first century, and the implications for materials production.
Ken Wilson is an author and trainer and has written about 30 ELT books, including a dozen series of course
books. He used to be artistic director of the English Teaching Theatre. He lives in London, and works in a
shed at the bottom of his garden.

Saturday
13:30 - 14:30

Ros Wright & Debbie West (TESOL France) Facts n’Figures, Past, Present n’ Future: TESOL France se
dévoile!
Considering becoming a member, already a member but wanting to more involved, looking to set up a
Information
Regional Branch, hoping to sign up as a Supporter, or simply just a little curious, the current Past President
Session about leads this interactive session delving into the facts nʼ figures, past, present nʼ future of TESOL France. A
TESOL
potted history will be followed by a look into how it all works. Participants will be encouraged to share their
France
thoughts on the past and present, and a Q&A session will seek to respond to questions on the future of our
internationally renowned teaching association.
Ros Wright, VP and President for the period 2006-2009, now acts as advisor to members wishing to establish
their own TESOL France Regional Branch. With an MA in ELT Materials Development, she is co-author of
titles English for Medicine (Garnet Education) and Good Practice (CUP) with more on the way!
Debbie West, current TESOL France VP and a UC Berkeley grad, has done almost everything from being
International Student Advisor in the United States to now teaching English to all levels and ages here in
France. She is also in charge of organizing workshops for TESOL France and pulled off a successful
SpellEvent last April.
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Themes:
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Abdelhafied Abuklaish (Southampton University) A Model Determining the Language Needs of
Science Students"
Throughout my experience in teaching EFL, I have realized that most of the students feel left out while we are
revising for the exams, leading to loss of interest. This situation parallels one of my favourite quotes from
Sophocles that “ Knowledge must come through action.” Combining this theory with practice, Iʼve decided to
employ collaborative learning through group assessment. Thatʼs why I have carried out an action research to
investigate the effectiveness of group testing. The findings show that the use of testing through group work
has a positive effect on the motivation of language learners.
Abdelhafied Abuklaish is a PhD researcher at Southampton University, UK. Before coming to Southampton
to undertake his PhD in 2008, he was the head of an English department as well as an English lecturer for
four years, specialising in ESP.

Themes:
Technology
for the
Classroom &
Teacher
Training and
Development

Androulla Athanasiou and Anna Nicolaou (Cyprus University of Technology) To Use or Not to Use
Technology: Language teachersʼ perceptions
The aim of the proposed paper is to investigate and discuss the results of a research study, which examines
the perception and experiences of higher education ELT teachers, in Cyprus, in using technology in their
language classroom. The research was conducted with the framework of a Grundtvig project on technology
and creativity. Data were collected through the distribution of questionnaires to university language teachers.
Through the presentation of the questionnaire findings we hope to provide an insight as to how technology
can be incorporated in previously traditional ELT settings.
Androulla Athanasiou holds a PhD in ELT from the University of Warwick. She teaches English for
Academic and Specific Purposes, at the Language Centre of the Cyprus University of Technology. Her
research interests lie in the fields of learner autonomy, cooperative learning and CALL.
Anna Nicolaou holds an MA in English Language Studies and Methods from the University of Warwick. She
teaches English for Academic and Specific Purposes, at the Language Centre of the Cyprus University of
Technology. Her research interests lie in the area of Intercultural Education and CALL.

Theme:
Testing and
Assessment

Erinç Altınkök (Bahcesehir University) Sink or Swim Together: Employing testing as a teaching tool
through group work
Throughout my experience in teaching EFL, I have realized that most of the students feel left out while we are
revising for the exams, leading to loss of interest. This situation parallels one of my favourite quotes from
Sophocles that “ Knowledge must come through action.” Combining this theory with practice, Iʼve decided to
employ collaborative learning through group assessment. Thatʼs why I have carried out an action research to
investigate the effectiveness of group testing. The findings show that the use of testing through group work
has a positive effect on the motivation of language learners.
Erinç Altınkök graduated from Philology Department at Istanbul University and got ELT certificate from
Marmara University. She started her teaching career and got her CELTA in London. She worked as a member
of the testing unit and designed curriculum at Bahcesehir University. Currently, she is teaching academic
English at Bahcesehir University and doing DELTA.

Themes:
Testing and
Assessment

Ian Bell (AQEE-L'Agence des Qualifications pour l'Education et les Entreprises) Changes and
Opportunities in Testing
Come and discover the changes legislators and educationalists in France and elsewhere are making in the
EFL world e.g. junior school teachers in France have to certify a level B2 in English with the CLES. Find out
how new forms of testing. e.g. "Hot spot" are improving vocabulary testing. Discover where to download
spreadsheets which will help you validate your own tests or improve your classroom testing. Discover EALTA,
a free European association for people interested in testing as professionals or teachers.
Ian Bell is director of AQEE and senior consultant for Vocable Testing. He also teaches part-time in Adult and
Higher Education including Dauphine. He has 25 years of experience in Language Testing including as an
examiner for ICC, programme manager for ETS (TOEIC), LCCI and ACT, and writing the guidelines for
testing EU train drivers.
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Themes:
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Purposes and
Vocabulary

Faiza Bouabdallah Haddam (Abou Bekr Belkaid University, Tlemcen) The importance of Translation
and Vocabulary Acquisition in an ESP course within the Department of Biology
Algerian English teachers are facing the difficult task of teaching the language required by students in
scientific disciplines. Students and teachers at the Department of Biology are well aware of the fact that
proficiency in English is crucial for the successful completion of their studies and future careers. Most study
courses require students to read and to translate scientific texts in English . So, the aim of this study is to
stress on the importance of introducing translation as a fifth skill in ESP courses at the department of
BIOLOGY,University of Algeria.
Faiza Bouabdallah Haddam is a teacher of English at the university of Tlemcen, Algeria. With a long
experience in ESP teaching, and an MA in English (TEFL&Applied Linguistics), Faiza is preparing a doctorate
thesis on ESP course design and is particularly interested in English and technology.

Themes:
Teacher
Training and
Development
& Linking
Research to
Pedagogy

Willy C. Cardoso (freelance): Complexity Theory and ELT
“Have you ever considered the possible futility of setting lesson aims?” “Not really... but now that you mention
it” As we may all have experienced, progress in language learning is non-linear and unpredictable. However,
the linearity and determinism of a Newtonian worldview still shape and constrain the way we think about
learning, learners, teaching and teachers. The aim of this presentation is to illustrate how the relatively new
science of Chaos/Complexity theory has contributed to ELT and the many ways it can enlighten research and
practice in the field by treating language and learning as dynamic adaptive systems.
Willy C. Cardoso taught English and trained teachers for 10 years in Brazil. Heʼs now taking an MEd at the
University of Bath, UK. He enjoys learning from teachers via Twitter: @willycard and blogs (http://
authenticteaching.wordpress.com). Interpersonally, Willy has been puzzling over chaotic/complex systems,
curriculum-free schooling, ukulele harmony and le passé composé.

Themes:
Teacher
Training and
Development
& Higher
Education

Yueh-miao Chen (Dept. of Foreign Languages & Lit./National Chung Cheng University) Upgrading
Teachers-to-be's Vision from a Teacher to a Mentor
TEFL graduate students in Taiwan mostly plan to be an English teacher. With this goal in their mind, how do
they need to prepare themselves personally and professionally? What professional qualities do they need to
be equipped with? With action research approach, this study examines how teacher trainers can shape TEFL
graduate students by conceptualizing them about the features a teacher and a writing teacher in particular
need to be equipped with, and specifically unique missions a teacher of a special country, Formosa, needs to
carry out, and also how students negotiate between imported writing pedagogies and local contexts.
Professor Yueh-miao Chen has taught in the Department of Foreign Languages & Literature, National
Chung Cheng University for 18 years since 1993 and has served/is serving as head of the department for two
terms. Her research interests are in EFL learning, writing development, and teacher education.

Themes:
Teacher
Training and
Development
&
Linking
Research to
Pedagogy

Mustafa Dabia (University of Southampton) A Study Enhancing Pedagogic Skills of Libyan Trainee
Teachers through Reflective Practice: How might such a study be conducted?
I am involved in research which investigates to what extent reflective practice might contribute to the
development of pedagogic skills of some Libyan trainee teachers. It was conducted in three phases- in college
(theoretical), in college (practical) and in a real-life context. Each stage reveals interesting outcomes of how
prospective teachers benefited from reflection. This talk explains how reflective practice was implemented in a
Libyan teacher education college, how it was received and how it might be presented again.
Mustafa Dabia is currently a Postgraduate researcher at the University of Southampton doing a PhD. He has
worked as a language teacher educator for four years in Libya.

Theme:
Svetlana Derkach (Amur State University, Russia) Using Results of Phonetic Research in Teaching
Pronunciation/ Methods
Intonation
English pronunciation is still unduly ignored in language teaching and learning. The result as Baker states is
that, "advanced students find that they can improve all aspects of their proficiency in English except their
pronunciation, and mistakes which have been repeated for years." One of the major reasons is neglecting
important modofications that occur in connected speech. Special attention should be paid to teaching
allophones among American consonants ans vowels.
Svetlana Derkach graduated from Teacher's Training University in 1995. Since that time she's been working
in Amur State University teaching students of different departments. I obtained a sciences degree in 2003. In
2006-2007 she worked as an instructor in ESL institution of Jackson State University (USA).
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Themes:
Grammar and
Vocabulary
Development
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in the
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Hala El Miniawi (United Arab Emirates/Ministry Of Education) and Abdulhadi Ahmad Brenjekjy
(Canadian University Of Dubai) Is Grammar Taught Or Acquired? Can I.T. Help?
Can we teach Grammar or is it simply acquired through practice ? A controversial issue that has been the
basis for many teaching approaches. can the implementation of I.T in our grammar classes solve such a
problem? A video taped application along with theoretical analysis of a field survey will hopefully arouse
teachers interest.
Hala El Miniawi has been a teacher and a trainer of ESL and EFL for many years. she has a B.A in English
Literature and an M.A in Language Methodology. Hala has presented many papers at international
conferences the last of which was ALAA Congress at Queensland University in Brisbane - Australia July 2010.
AbdulHadi Ahmad Brenjekjy is a student at the CUD in the school of Business, major H.R, he is highly
interested in research papers that focus on pattern of human behaviour and learning style, a regular presenter
at TESOL Arabia, presented lately at Alaa Congress/ Australia.

Themes:
Intercultural
issues &
Young Adult
Learners

Rosamaria Giammanco (INHolland University of Applied Sciences) Multicultural Literature in the EFL
Classroom
Over the last few decades Europe has changed into a multicultural society and this is reflected in our
classrooms. To raise cultural awareness and to improve English language skills at the same time teachers
could make use of multicultural children\'s literature and multicultural young adult literature. This poster gives
a few practical ideas how multicultural literature can be used in our classrooms to improve English language
skills and also to raise cultural awareness.
Rosamaria Giammanco is a teacher trainer for English at INHolland University of Applied Sciences,
Amsterdam. Her research specialization is North American immigrant literature. She teaches a variety of
courses however, from grammar to teaching methodologies.

Theme:
Young Adult
Learners

Latsouck Gueye (Ibou DIALLO High School of Sedhiou) Helping Young and Adult ESL/EFL Learners to
Write
The most difficult aspect of doing a writing exercise is the need to develop a point of view of sufficient depth
and complexity to require some sides writing in order to explain and support it. Writing well constructed
paragraphs is the cornerstone of good English written style. Paragraphs should contain sentences that
convey a logic and coherent message. It will be an overview of basic writing styles and skills used to analyze
texts as the basis of their writings. It will be good to show learners step by step developmental paths to better
construct each segment of the text.
Latsouck Gueye Is a Pedagogical Advisor in Senegal and Member of the National Commission of English.
He has been teaching for 12 years and has attended and presented at a certain number of seminars,
workshops and conferences at the national and international level.

Theme:
Grammar and
Vocabulary

Hadia Hakem Benkhenafou (University of Abou Bakr Belkaid, Algeria) Vocabulary Development
Through Vocabulary Learning Strategies Use
Vocabulary learning is one of the major challenges learners face in foreign language learning process. To
allay this burden, EFL teachers may teach their learners how to learn it. They may train their learners to use
the different vocabulary learning strategies to enable them tackle vocabulary efficiently and independently;
and with willingness and motivation from the part of the learners they can enrich their lexicon and even
become autonomous. In this paper a vocabulary strategies work is suggested for teaching discovery and
consolidation strategies. The experiment was led with intermediate learners learning English as a foreign
language.
Hadia Hakem Benkhenafou is from Algeria and has been a secondary school teacher for 12 years and has
exchanged experiences with a number of teachers and where learners. This has allowed her to learn a great
deal about them, particularly when she worked on her MA thesis which was about vocabulary learning
strategies.
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Linda Khenoune-Ghout (University of Béjaia) Diaries, Diaries...For Learner Autonomy
With the implementation of the LMD system by some Algerian universities, learner autonomy has become a
buzzword within the context of EFL teaching. More and more teachers are adopting diffent methodologies to
help their learners learn how to learn. This poster presents language learning diaries as a significant tool for
learners to keep a critical eye on their language learning processes and strategies. Some excerpts taken from
the learnersʼ diaries will concretely show to what extent bringing learners to reflect, regularly monitor and selfevaluate their own progress is a valuable opportunity to develop self-reliance and foster autonomy.
Linda Khenoune-Ghout is an assistant professor at Béjaia University, Algeria. Currently, she is writing a
doctoral thesis in the domain of English didactics. Her research interests are investigating learnersʼ learning
strategies, developing learnersʼ metacognitive awareness and fostering autonomy among EFL learners in the
Algerian context.
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Rachida Labbas and Faiza Bouabdallah Haddam (Abou Bekr Belkaid University, Tlemcen) Computer
Assisted Language Learning in Algerian Secondary Schools
Foreign language teachers are continually searching for better ways of accessing authentic materials that will
improve their students learning of English. Computer-Assisted Language Learning is certainly a very good
tool to enhance the learning process of English and highly productive because it creates new opportunities
for learning by bringing real-world problems into classroom for learners to solve. This action research based
work, is an attempt to give a historical overview on the use of CALL in English learning/teaching and to
determine under what circumstances it is used in Algerian school in the process of English learning and
teaching.
Rachida Labbas is a teacher of English at the University of Tlemcen, Algeria. She has a long experience in
teaching at the secondary school (20 years), an MA in English (TEFL & Applied Linguistics) and is preparing
a doctorate thesis on the way teachers should be trained to cope with the changes in teaching language
methodologies. Her main interests include: Educational reforms, language and technology.
Faiza Bouabdallah Haddam is a teacher of English at the University of Tlemcen, Algeria. With a long
experience in ESP teaching, and an MA in English (TEFL&Applied Linguistics), Faiza is preparing a doctorate
thesis on ESP course design and is particularly interested in English and technology.
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Lola Matheus (University of New South Wales Institute of Languages) Communities of Learning and
the Use of Blogs in an ESL Context
Blogs, online personal journals, have existed in the cyberspace community since 1998. However, it seems
that a very few number of teachers have ever used a blog for the teaching of an ESL class. Although not
originally created for use in language education, blogs have an incredible potential as a useful tool for the
teaching of ESL classes.
Lola Matheus (Grad. Dip.TESOL),(Grad. Dip. Info. Management) is currently an ESL teacher and the LRC
Coordinator at UNSW Institute of Languages in Sydney where she coordinates CALL programs for teachers
and pursues her interests in CALL materials development. Her teaching background spans over 15 years
with experience teaching ESL in Australia.
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Vladimira Michalkova MY (I) Classroom
MI stands for Multiple Intelligences and I would like to present several ways how to implement the theory in
your classroom. Find out what MI are your students, adapt course book activities so that they can get the
most out of the course.
Vladimira Michalkova has been teaching English to adults since she graduated at university in 2006 (MA in
ELT). Though, she still finds herself a starting teacher, she believes she has something to say to others. In
2009 she obtained a certificate in TBE in Brighton.
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Ellenor Shoemaker (Université Paris 3-La Sorbonne Nouvelle) Speech Segmentation in L2 English
The online segmentation of running speech requires that the listener employ strategies to identify where word
boundaries lie. One such strategy is the exploitation of non-contrastive acoustic differentiation that occurs at
word boundaries. For example, in English, the presence of word-initial aspirated voiceless stops can
differentiate between potentially ambiguous phonemic content such as 'loose pills' and 'Lou spills' (Nakatani &
Dukes, 1977). An aspirated /p/ in pills signals the presence of a preceding word boundary. The current study
examines the capacities of French-speaking L2 learners of English in the perception of these acoustic cues.
Dr. Ellenor Shoemaker received her PhD from the University of Texas in 2009. She is Maître de
Conférences at Université Paris 3-La Sorbonne Nouvelle, where she teaches English phonetics and
phonology.
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Tatjana Shuiskaya (Amur State University, Russia) Vowel Properties in Speech Perception
Many Russian University graduates have difficulties in understanding English natural speech. Students are
given two options:you may sound either British or American. According to a famous English phonetician Peter
Roach it seems irrelevant whether you choose to sound British or American. But it does matter to make sure that
learners understand bigger variety of widespread accents of English. Ignoring other accents make learners
perception possibilities very limited. In this paper we are going to discuss vowel properties in AuE.
Tatjana Shuiskaya graduated from Amur State University in 2003 and in 2007 graduated from post graduate
school (St. Petersburg). She has a PhD in linguistics (candidate of science) and in 2009 became a Senior
Lecturer.
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Xin Yao (Ochanomizu University, Japan) Investigating Chinese Studentsʼ Opinions on Plagiarism
The purpose of this survey-based study is to investigate whether there are so-called “cultural differences” that
are big enough to contribute to the frequent occurrences of Chinese studentsʼ plagiarizing practices in English
writing classes. A questionnaire consisting of ten multiple-choice and free answer questions was drawn up to
research Chinese studentsʼ experiences of, attitudes toward, and knowledge of plagiarism. More than 400
responses were collected. This presentation is going to report the findings of the survey and address this issue
mainly from a cultural and historical perspective.
Xin Yao, M.Ed., Tokyo Gakugei University, taught comprehensive English at Shenyang University of Technology
(China) for three years and is currently a PhD student of Ochanomizu University (Japan). Her academic interest
is in teaching English writing. Her current research examines the issue of Chinese studentsʼ plagiarism in
intercultural contexts.
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Master De-Yin Shih and Dr. Yu-Mei Tsai (Tzu Chi College of Technology, Taiwan) Writing Corrections and
Cultural Understanding
The purposes of the study were to investigate how technical college students perceived EFL writing errors after
a cultural awareness component (CAC). During the six-week CAC, both classes watched a childrenʼs drama
presented in Chinese without English captions. The experimental class worked to compare the bilingual
translation, whereas, the control class choral read the script. Both classes completed a survey on the
perceptions of writing errors. The survey results revealed differences in the response attitudes toward writing
corrections between the two groups, and the experimental group seemed more comfortable with teacherʼs
corrections and comments than the control group.
Master De-Yin Shih, actively involved in developing interdisciplinary curriculum activities, is a teacher at Tzu
Chi College of Technology in Taiwan. Dedicated to promoting Tzu Chi canonized songs, Master De-Yin
coordinated concert performances and the “Love Transcends the Skyline” sign-language opera performances.
Dr. Yu-Mei Tsai is an assistant professor at Tzu Chi College of Technology, in Taiwan. Since 2002, she has
been actively coordinating funding projects from Taiwanʼs Ministry of Education in the areas of EFL teaching,
humanities education, interdisciplinary curriculum and cross-cultural exchange programs.
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Master De-Yin Shih and Dr. Yu-Mei Tsai (Tzu Chi College of Technology, Taiwan) The World Is My Stage:
How artistic performance promote willingness to communicate in English
This paper presents six case studies, of non-English major students, at a religion-based technology college to
highlight the impact of spiritual enlightenment through arts performance experiences on studentsʼ confidence
and learning motivations. These students reflect upon their English-in-use experiences, and how they perceive
the purpose of academic study and ways of improving English competence. Therefore, the authors call for
holistic EFL education with different disciplinary contents and affective affirmation that students not only feel the
meaning of being helpful to others, but also perceive the degree of personal progress gained through such
actions.
Master De-Yin Shih, actively involved in developing interdisciplinary curriculum activities, is a teacher at Tzu
Chi College of Technology in Taiwan. Dedicated to promoting Tzu Chi canonized songs, Master De-Yin
coordinated concert performances and the “Love Transcends the Skyline” sign-language opera performances.
Dr. Yu-Mei Tsai is an assistant professor at Tzu Chi College of Technology, in Taiwan. Since 2002, she has
been actively coordinating funding projects from Taiwanʼs Ministry of Education in the areas of EFL teaching,
humanities education, interdisciplinary curriculum and cross-cultural exchange programs.
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